Abstract-Developing intelligent molecular systems for the desired functions is a significant current research topic in the field of nanoscience. Several materials have been explored to construct interesting systems, such as molecular motors, molecular walkers, and Boolean logic circuits. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is one of the most widely used materials as the Watson-Crick base pairing makes it a versatile substrate. A significant achievement in DNA nanoscience has been the construction of large-scale logic circuits. However, most of the prior works have focused on developing the single-use DNA logic circuits. These single-use circuits can perform robust computations. However, the computing material, such as gate strands, cannot be reused to achieve the same (or a different) computation again. Such reusable behavior is essential for applications, such as feedback and sequential logic computation. In this paper, we propose a novel design strategy for building renewable DNA logic circuits. First, we propose a renewable DNA hairpinbased motif and, then, use this motif to implement a Boolean logic gate. Such renewable circuits make the overall sample preparation convenient and straightforward. We believe that our work will serve as a seed for the development of renewable intelligent molecular systems.
and switches [13] [14] [15] [16] and neural networks [17] , [18] . These architectures either used toehold-mediated strand displacement [19] , [20] , or, in some cases, enzymes [21] for tuning the behavior of DNA. These and several other works were possible because of the programmability of DNA hybridization.
Several computing frameworks for constructing logic gates AND and OR, using nucleic acids, have already been proposed [13] , [22] [23] [24] [25] . Since these simple gates can perform any complex logic operations, they are the fundamental units of any computing framework. An important milestone in the field of DNA computing was achieved by Qian et al. who were able to demonstrate a large-scale catalytic DNA circuit that computes the square root of a 4-bit binary number. Their circuit used about 130 DNA strands and was based on their proposed seesaw architecture [13] , [23] (described in a supplementary section S2). Their framework can also learn to compute [17] , [18] . One of the challenges with the seesaw structure (and others) is that they required several hours of computation time. Efforts have also been made to speed-up the computation time by spatially localizing DNA strands on a nanotrack or a nanostructure [26] , [27] . Another critical issue is the reusability of the DNA gates that perform the computation. Most of the previous frameworks can perform robust computing. However, they can use the DNAbased gates only once.
Although dynamic DNA devices such as a DNA tweezer [28] and bi-directional DNA walkers [29] , [30] have been demonstrated, not much work has been done to design a computing architecture with reusable gates. Some theoretical frameworks that can reuse gates have been proposed with and without enzymes [31] [32] [33] . These have been investigated and found to have a scalability problem [34] , low signal restoration [25] or excess circuit concentration affecting the regenerated output [35] . In [33] , a theoretical design is built to reuse seesaw circuits using azobenzene photo-regulation on the toeholds. In [36] , Garg et al. proposed a renewable time-responsive circuit architecture. Experimental results of their design showed that renewability is possible but with undesirable intermediate structures due to unintended domain interactions. Not only does their design face a significant gate damping problem, which prevents them from reusing their computing material more than twice, but it needs higher temperatures to operate.
In this paper, inspired by the remarkable success of the seesaw architecture, we introduce a DNA hairpin-based motif that can reuse the computing gates strands. Such circuits are defined as renewable or time-responsive DNA circuits [24] , [32] , [33] , [36] as they can compute a new output in the presence of a different set of input strands. Such responsive property is crucial since it is required for feedback circuits such as memory and flipflops.
Since our framework uses a hairpin-based gate, these gates can be reversed (or renewed) quickly as the reverse process begins. The gate reversing is achieved using a set of DNA strands called the extractors. Our experiments show that the proposed gate architecture can be restored and reused multiple times with some signal loss in every cycle. To achieve higher restoration, we had to double the concentration of the inputs and the extractors in each cycle. Although this accumulates a higher waste, the mechanism can potentially help with saving and reusing the circuit components such as the computing gates.
Moreover, our design is simple and faster as compared to the other prior renewable circuits. One way to build large-scale circuits is to implement logic gate AND and OR and use the dualrail logic [13] , [23] . Therefore, in our supplementary document, we also propose a simple modification of our motif, to make it capable of producing either the AND or OR logic.
A. Renewable Hairpin-Gate Motif
A DNA strand containing a complementary sub-sequence can fold itself to form a secondary structure called DNA hairpin. Such a secondary structure consists of two regions, namely, a stem and a loop. The self-hybridized part of a DNA hairpin is usually referred to as its stem while the unhybridized part connecting the two ends of the stem is called its loop. A DNA hairpin with a long stem is exceptionally stable, especially, if there are no mismatches within the double-stranded stem sequence [37] . Therefore, we are introducing a motif which is a hairpin that when inputs invade it, it opens to compute. Afterward, when inputs are taken away, it closes back to be renewed. Figure 1a shows the basic renewable motif: G is the gate, I is the input, and B is the booster. The stem of our hairpin-based gate is the double-stranded DNA (domain S 2 ). The loop is a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) right arm that cascades to the downstream gate (domain S 3 ). In addition, two universal toeholds are used. G is a hairpin where the left toehold T 1 interacts with its complement in the middle of I to open the hairpin by strand displacement by domain S 2 . The G remains in the OFF mode until input is available to initiate strand displacement. Once the input strand invades the gate and opens the hairpin, the gate is activated (ON mode) to work with the following level. The reaction starts with I displacing the top strand of the hairpin stem with regular strand-displacement. This results in a partial dsDNA complex G.I. When the hairpin is open, the middle toehold T 1 becomes vulnerable to hybridization. The booster strand B is designed to initiate a strand exchange and replace I, resulting in complex G.B. Therefore, the booster B should aid I to invade new gates and produce more output.
Discussion of the earlier design trials can be found in Supplementary section S7.1. In case of using one universal toehold, it will be double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) within the hairpin loop. Since it is a hairpin, the open arm will always be close enough to compete with the invader I. Competetion will be very high between domain S 2 in I and S 2 in G's top to hybridize with S * 2 in G's bottom. Therefore, we decided to use two different toeholds. However, the use of two universal toeholds can potentially increase leaks, because one of the two toeholds in Reporter complex is a dsDNA with a toehold, which has a complement within the hairpin loop. Once hairpin is opened, toehold T 2 is available to react. Via toehold-mediate strand-displacement, the reporter complex hybridizes to the gate. As a result, the dye and quencher molecules are separated, causing the dye to fluoresce. This fluorescence emission indicates the reaction completion. The reporter complex hybridizes to the gate-input or gate-booster complexes. The fluorescence emission is an indication of the completion of the hybridization reaction.
the strand exchange is supposed to be sequestered. Having T * 1 single-stranded inside the loop allows B to easily invade the gate before being opened by I. We tried decreasing that effect by making the two universal toeholds partially complementary to each other. This prevents complete hybridization between the toeholds and partially sequesters the inner toehold as well. We are still experiencing some leaks as discussed in supplementary Figure S3 (blue curve).
To avoid leak at this stage, we considered booster as an intake to the circuit. It is only present if the input is present to help to boost up the output. For instance, a 3-input gate is represented with our design by six intakes. Every intake is a set of I and B. The effect of the booster is demonstrated experimentally and shown in supplementary section S3. In the absence of the input signal, the booster exhibited a significant leak reaction with the rest of the circuit, releasing approximately 40% of the output intensity released by the input alone. This leak reaction is sufficient to account for the additional intensity of the full reaction, with the input and booster both present, and suggests that the current reaction does not act catalytically. Reverse mechanism (Renewing). Using the extraction mechanism, two extractors (I e x and B e x ) were introduced to pull input and booster out from forward reaction resultant complexes. Once extracted, the gate hairpin begins to close starting from the ends of its branches. This weakens hybridization with the reporter's bottom and opens a toehold for the reporter's top to hybridize with its complement by strand-displacement. Extracted input and booster become waste. Reporter and gate are fully restored to be reused. Detailed extraction steps are shown in supplementary Figure S4 .
To detect the output, we added another reaction phase after the gate reaction via a reporter complex R. It is labelled with a pair of fluorophore and quencher molecules. The reporter R is a DNA duplex with a toehold T 2 that is complementary to the third toehold in the hairpin. As seen in Figure 1b , once the gate is ON, the third toehold will be exposed, and then R begins interacting with either G.I or G.B by toehold-mediated strand displacement with domain S 3 . This process releases the final detectable output.
B. Renewing the Hairpin-Gate Motif
To rebuild the hairpin-gate gate, we initiate the process of reversing the forward reaction by adding extracting hairpins. They have a complementary toehold to start strand displacement with either input or booster strands. These extractors remove both input and booster strands, freeing the hairpin-stem regions from hybridization. The resulting strand replacement reaction on the hairpin-gate starts from the end of the hairpin stem arm until reaching a point that weakens the prior hybridization of the attached reporter strand. At this point, a subsequence of the reporter strand becomes single-stranded, which in turn acts as an active toehold to initiate strand-displacement. This reaction will reconstruct both the hairpin-gate and the reporter complex.
Since both input and booster each have distinct arms, we used strand-displacement as an extraction mechanism. As seen in Figure 2 , two extracting hairpins were introduced. Each extractor can attach to either the input strand I or booster strand B. A detailed version of the reversal process is shown in supplementary Figure S4 . For brevity, we will discuss the extraction of the input strand I (the same scenario would take place with the booster strand B) using the extractor I ex . The effect of the extractor I ex is that two strand displacement processes take place consecutively:
1) The first strand-displacement step occurs when the extractor I ex starts hybridization with I's free arm, and I starts opening the extractor hairpin by displacing stem top strand of I ex . 2) The second strand-displacement step starts when the hairpin I ex is open, it starts displacing G from being hybridized with I. The entire extraction process ends by I. being extracted. A similar process is used to extract the booster strand B. After extracting both the input and booster strands; the hairpin motif has two free arms that contain two domains complementary to each other. The restoration process can be expected to proceed as follows:
1) The hybridization process of the hairpin stem arms starts from the ends. 2) When getting close to the loop (which is hybridized to R bottom strand) edges of the hybridized part will experience a breathing effect and open toeholds from R. This is due to the strength of stem hybridization. 3) That will allow the reporter top strand to start hybridizing with its complement, which results in pulling it away from the hairpin loop. 4) Finally, this will reform the hairpin and restore the reporter complex. For extractors, hairpins were chosen over single-stranded complements of input and booster. This choice was made to sequester domain S 2 within the hairpin loop to avoid blocking desired gate restoration. Extraction happens by toehold-mediated strand displacement starting from I or B distinctive arms, S y and S by respectively. ssDNA extractors would be S * 
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The hairpin-gate motif was experimentally verified to be renewable. We used fluorescence spectroscopy to test our system by observing fluorescence from the reporter. Figure 3 shows the results of renewing the motif three times. Both kinetic experiment and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis show the gradual loss of signal. Those experiments were carried out in three phases. In the following 1× equals 100 nM. In the first phase, G and R were mixed in solution with concentrations of 1× and 1.5× respectively. I and B were then added to the solution with concentrations of 1× and 2× respectively, allowing the forward reaction to take place. When signal reached peak saturation, we initiated the reversal process by adding 2× of I ex and 4× of B ex . After having output at its lowest saturation level, the second phase was initiated by adding I and B at a double concentration of I ex and B ex to reverse the backward contains the full reaction and restoration respectively. Greenmarked band in lane 6 shows the computation result. Red marked band in lane 7 shows the extracted input and booster band. Bands that shows gate and reporter are very shallow because of low concentrations in the initial reaction Lane 8 and 9 shows computation and restoration for the second cycle. A new band marked in blue is shown in lane 8, indicating the excess waste of previously extracted input and booster. Also, there is a lower band in lane 9, and it is equal to the lane 2 band which contains only extracting hairpins. This is resulting from excess extracting addition because of concentration doubling every cycle. Lanes 10 and 11 show the third cycle of computation and restoration. It is observed that the computation signal start to fade (marked with a green oval). This fading results from output loss with every cycle. Also, the concentration of wasted extracted input and booster increase and excess of extractors increase. This is shown by band intensity increase. Both kinetic and gel electrophoresis experiments are consistent with the results.
A. Used Material and Produced Waste
In this subsection, we will give a comparison between our proposed renewable motif and the non-renewable seesaw motif. We will discuss making three cycles of computation. Taken into consideration 1× = 100 nM, in presented renewable experiments we used 2.5× as a circuit (concentration of G = 1× and R = 1.5×) which is 250 nM. Intakes were 3× (concentration of B = 2× and I = 1×) which gives 300 nM. Total DNA concentration needed for the first computation cycle is 550 nM. For restoration, we need to add extractors in double concentrations of intakes which is 6× (Iex = 2× and Bex = 4×). That gives 600 nM. Second computation needs 12× that gives 1200 nM. Second restoration needs 24× that gives 2400 nM. Third computation needs 48× that gives 4800 nM. From that, it is seen that we used the 2.5× of the circuit in the three computations. However, we used 95.5× of the material in total.
On the other hand for a non-renewable seesaw motif presented in [13] , they used 5× for the circuit and 2× for the input in every cycle of computation. So, to perform three computations, they need 15× of circuit and 21× in total. We conclude that the non-renewable circuit requires approximately six times of the material needed for the renewable circuit. But regarding total material consumption, the renewable motif needs ≈ 4.5 times the material needed to perform three non-renewable calculations. Therefore, an avenue to be explored in the future is taking care of the accumulating waste. Waste can be eliminated after each computation and restoration cycle, which leaves only the circuit in solution to be reused and restored. Then we repeat until all gates are consumed. One way to do that is via conventional magnetic bead extraction [38] . We can eliminate the extracted intakes and their extractors, i.e., (I, B) and (I ex , B ex ). This can be done by labelling the intakes and extractors with biotin. Once the restoration process is finished, they can be extracted from the solution by streptavidin-coupled Dynabeads. Another idea is to spatially localize the gates on a DNA origami substrate and introduce intakes and extractors as a solution [39] . After extraction, the solution can be washed away, and only the Reporter and gates were mixed first with relative concentrations 1.5x and 1x respectively. Afterward, input and booster strands were added depending on their presence within the experiment. ON indicates relative concentration 1x for input and 2x for a booster. OFF indicates the absence of a species concentration. For restoration, extractors I e x and B e x were added with concentrations that are double of preceding computation concentrations of I and B respectively. 1x = 100 nM. Experiments were performed at 22 • C in Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer containing 12.5 mM Mg2+.
localized circuits remain to be reused. These are open points for future research and are not explored within the scope of this article.
B. Renewable Logic OR Gate
Using the presented reversible motif, we designed a two-input OR gate illustrated in Figure 4a and 4b. It consists of two hairpin gates that act in parallel. If one of the inputs is present, one of the gates will be opened to work with the reporter and release the output. In case both the inputs are present, both gates should open, and output will be released. In case there is no input, none of the gates will open which means there should be no output release. The four cases were experimentally verified and renewed in Figure 4c . To prove that it is reusable, we computed a combination of inputs, generated the output, restored the gate and then recomputed with a different combination of inputs. Two different experiments are shown in Figure 4d and 4e.
A proposal for a set of two logic gates is presented in supplementary section S10. Using the modified design can help implement AND and OR logic circuits. This modified design was only investigated through simulations rather than experiments. However, our simulation results show that we can involve thresholding mechanism to represent the desired logic element. Using only AND and OR can constitute any combinational logic circuit by the dual-rail mechanism. We also added our extraction technique to renew the gate. Simulations show that renewing is achievable for all four cases of two input logic gate (either OR or AND).Material and Method section is discussed in supplementary material section S7. Sequences of used DNA strands are available in supplementary Table S1 . Method of preparing DNA solutions for experimental use is discussed. Native Gel and Kinetic experiment setup and run are explained in subsections S6.1 and S6.2.
C. Modeling of the System's Reaction Kinetics
To understand our system better and identify potential leaks, we modeled our system by assuming each DNA strand as a single molecule which can diffuse and bind to the desired complementary DNA strand or undergo toehold mediated stranddisplacement. The rate constant for the reporter is denoted as k rep = 1.3 × 10 6 /M/s and its value if adopted from previous works [26] , [40] . Additionally, since our system is enzyme-free, and all the reaction are based on the principle of strand displacement, we assume that the rate constant for all other reactions is the same and we denote it as k t . We model our reversible DNA system with a set of reactions shown below. Note that in (2), the forward and backward rate will be slightly different because of the presence of the extra two nucleotides (clamp) at the beginning of the gate external toehold. However, for simplification purposes, we keep the same rates in our model. Additionally, prior works [40] , [41] also suggests that the rate of toeholdmediated strand displacement does not change substantially by increasing the toehold length beyond 5 -6 nt, taking into consideration the binding strength of the strand displacement (G-C ratio).
Computation Reactions:
Restoration Reactions:
Leaky Reaction:
Simulations were performed using Microsoft's Language for Synthetic Biology (LBS) [42] package. To obtain the value of the rate constant k t , we used maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) with initial values adopted from [13] . The range of values k t can sweep over were specified as 10 5 − 10 6 /M/s as reported by [40] . MLE is a common statistical technique to best approximate parameters for a defined model that can generate the observed data. The likelihood of model-parameters that maximizes the probability of generating the observed data should best approximate rate-constant of our reactions. The calculated value of rate constant value for best-fit of the model is 6.7 × 10 6 /M/s. Note that we assumed a full yield of products for the first cycle and changed the available concentration of input, booster, input extractors and booster extractors in the subsequent cycles to achieve a good fit between our model and data. Additionally, we also assumed that some amount of booster can leak and open the gate without input; however, the rate of leak is much slower than the desired reactions. The loss in reaction yield and booster leaks have been reported in previous studies [28] , [43] . The yield of our system drops after every cycle, as observed from gel and electrophoresis data, and therefore our model needs to account for that drop. A reason for that loss is poisoned gates after each cycle, either computation or restoration. By poisoned gates, we mean the gates that were not fully restored to the hairpin shape and not able to react again. Since there is a competition between hairpin extractor (either I ex or B ex ) and gate hybridized with extractant (either I or B) there are two possible results. One is the desired reaction which is described in this article. The other is that extractor hairpin stem keeps fighting back, and remains as a hairpin, Therefore, the gate with the extractant stays hybridized. Another reason is that in each cycle, adding more DNA liquid to solution causes dilution of previously existed DNA. This affects the output signal as well. This can be treated by rescaling and considering the highest obtained signal is our maximum with every cycle. This is not addressed within this work.
Additionally, we used the same model to fit data for OR gate and obtained a rate constant of 6.13 × 10 6 /M/s which is relatively close to the rate constant for the motif. LBS fitting code for the basic motif three cycle reversal is provided in supplementary section S10. Figure 5 shows experimental and simulated data of basic motif three cycles of reversal and OR gate four cases computation and restoration.
III. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have introduced a DNA computing motif with reusable computing strands. To achieve the renewability or the time-responsive behavior, we designed hairpin-based gates and extractors so they can pull-out the invader input strand. We used fluorescence spectroscopy and PAGE to demonstrate the working of our design experimentally. In addition to the simple gate demonstration, we also designed a 2-input OR gate and reported the experimental results for all the possible input combinations. Note that we used the same hairpin-based gate strands to perform three computations, consecutively, which shows that the renewability is possible. Additionally, by adding a fluorescence reporter, we showed a quasi-two layered circuit demonstrating that our design can work with more than one circuit layer. Both the gate and the reporter are restored after the reversing process and can respond to a new set of input strands.
To build complex logic circuits, we also need to implement the AND logic which, at this point, remains as the future work. Additionally, our design does produce an input and extractor waste during the gate restoration phase, which makes it a challenge to renew the computing strands beyond a few cycles. An important future direction for constructing large-scale enzymefree renewable DNA circuits is a successful demonstration of the catalytic renewable hairpin motif. However, we believe that this study is a substantial step in that direction as our findings will aid the future research of the renewable DNA computing field.
